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To " I"rge extent, this paper anticip"ted not only Heytiog's form"liz"tion of
intuitionistic logic, hut aJso results on the
translatability of cla,ssical mathematics
int.o intuitionistlc mathematics. It pro·
vides an important link between intui·
tionism and other works on the foundations of mathematics.
Two formal systems III "nd !O (Bronwer's and Hilbert's) of the proposition"l
calculus are proposed. Both contain a
(somewhat uneconomical but) complete
set of axioms of the positive implicational
ealcnlus (I, § 5, (1), AxioIllB ], 2, 3, 4)
and rules of modus ponens and substitution. In addition, 'll contains also (II,
§ 6);
Axiom 5. (A --+ B) -'>- ((A ~ B) .,. A).
The system.\) is obtained from mby t,he
addition (II, § 7) of
Axiom 6. 11 ~ A.
It is I>TQved that !O is equivalent te
Hilbert's formulation of the classical
propositional calculus.
The system }8 is nowadays known as
the minima,l oalculus and differs from
Heyting's system in that the latter contaius, in addition to Axioms 1-5, also
Axiom h. A - 7 (A ~ B).
ffhe status of k in intuiLionistic logic is
not without question. Thus~ according to
Kolmogorov, it "is used only in a symbolic presentation of the logic of judgments; therefore it is not affected by
Brouwer~8 critique" (I, § 6), and it Hdoes
not have and cannot have any intuitive

foundation since it asserts something
about the consequences of something im~
possible: we have to accept B if the true
judgment A is regarded as false" (II,
§ 4). Heyting appears rather diffident
about defeuding the inelusion of h. Thus,
aooordiog to him (1956, p. 102), if we
have deduced a contradiction from the
supposition that the construction A was
carried out, "then~ in a" senso,this can be
considered as a construction .... I shall
interpret implic-at,ion in this ,vider sense ",
Hence it is fair to say that) as a codifi·
cation of Brouwer's ideas I )8 is no leES
reasonable than Heyting~s propositional
caloulus.
Kolmogorov makes no attem~pt in this
paper to formalize intuitionist·ic quantification theory completely: Rather, he
ju..;;t lists as intuitively obvious the rule P
of generalization, which allows us to
prefix (a) to any given formula, and four
axioms, I, II, III, IV (V, § 3). In the
same cont.ext, however~ he also argues
to the effeot that
Axiom g. (a)A(a) -'>- A(I)
is iotuitively true. If, thernfore, to the
system mwe adjoin the explioitly stated
rule P and Axioms I-IV plus Axiom g,
we obtain an adequate axiomatization
We.- of intuitioniBtic logic that differs from
Heyting}s syst.em only in the omission of
the qnestionable Axiom k. 1'h.i.s is the extent of the anticipation of Heyting's
formalization.
The main purpose of t,he paper is to
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prove that classical mathemati ('J3 is trans~ ~..IV, g, with rules ofinfemnce) of qnantilatahle into intuitionistic mathematics. ficatwn theory and extend his iHustra_
For this purpose, with each formula €> of tim.l to cover also the rule P and the
mathemat,ics there is associated a trans- remaining axioms, and if we let .t>:O be
lat~on <0* in a perfectly general manner JEO plus Axiom 6) t,hen we have also:
(IIi, § 2). If ,~, (a), and (Ea) are the
Theorem III.
If U f--I\£' \15, then
only symbols we use for forming new u* I-lRO 6*.
formulas from given formulas, the defini. In that case, all the derivatioIh9 in V
tion amounts to: for atomic 6~ e* is its § 4, can be dispensed with because the;
donble negation is, or n@5; (B)* is n( B*); would follow from Theorem III.
.
(A -'>- B)* is n(A* -'>- B*); ((a)A(a))* is
A very suggestive remark (beginning
n(a)(A(a»*; «(Ea)A(a)* is n(Ea)(A(a»*. of IV, § 5, and last two paragraphs of
The following T'C'suHs are proved ex~ IV, § 6) is that every axiom A of matbe""tly (III, § 3) :
matics is of type .!(., that is, A. is (intnitionistieally) true. From this it would
Lemma 1. 1-i8 nA" ~ ir.
Lemma 2. If f-" nA -'>- A and f-ill nB seem to follow that all elassieal mat,hematics is intuitionistioally consistent (V,
-'>- B, then I-Ill n(A ~ B) -+ (A -+ B).
Theorem I. If {51' .. 'I \E k are aU the § 1). Ai; we know, however, this eona.tomic formulas in A and A is construc- clusion, even today! has not yet been
ted from @ill""
by nega,tion and firmly established so far as elassioal
analysis and set theory are conoerned,
implication only, then, provided
On the other hand~ it seems not unn@51 ~ e l , . . . ~ n9" ----;.. G k
reasonable to assert that Kolmogorov did
8,1'e true (or taken as additional axioms), foresee that the system of classiual num~
ber theory is tran.slatable into intuitionis~
(1) HE nA -~ A and (2) f-lll A if f-{lA.
If U = (U"
, UN) is a set of axioms tic theory and therefore is intuitionistically consistent. In fact, it is not hard to
and U* is {Uf,
, Un then (IV, § 3);
Thoommll. IfU~.~@5,thenU' f-,,<1:5*. work ont his general indioatioTh'3' and
The proof of t;his theorem uses Lemma verify such a oonclusion.
This eompletes the summary of the
2 for the rule of modus ponens and (in
IV, § 4) the flWt t.hat the translations anticipations of results on the intuition~
zsT, .. " ®~ of the atomic f'onnulas have iqtio oonsistency of classical mathematics.
the property
It remains to mention a few of the in(lidenta.l remarks.
I-fB net ---+ elI, .. '; H{) n;S~ -? @;~.
Kolmogorov (V, § 1.1) states that, conThis last faot and Theorem I yield the trary to a remark by Brouwer, a finitary
:result that the trans]"tion ol Axioms conclusion established by nonintuitionis1-·6 all are theorems of ~.
tic methods is (intuitionistioally) true.
Strictly speaking, Tbeorem II is estebTwo new examples al'e given of prolished only for the ease in whioh @5 is positiOIh' not provable without the help
bnilt up by implication and negation (in of illegitimate nses of the principle of
particulm', @3 does not cont.ain quanti- exeluded middle. One of them, suggested
fiers). HO\vever, Kolmogorov doe."! en- by Novikov, is that every point in the
visage a much stl'ongel' result and illus~ complement a of a. clos€'.d set is contained
trates by an example the treatment of 10 an interval in G (V, § 5). The other
axioms about quantHiers, axioms that example is the Cantor-Bendixson theo~
he tends to talce as being on the same rem (V, § 6).
footing as axioms about numbers and
With respeet to system lll, it is "teted
sets (IV, § 5).
explicitly (II, § 6) that "the quest,ion
If we take his system lBD (Axioms 1-5, whether this axiom syst-em is a complete
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axiom system for the intuitionist,ic generallogic of judgments remains open'~.
At, the end of II, § 2, the question of
the classica,l completeness of Axioms 1-4
for implication alone is l'aised. As we
know, the answer to the que,'3tion is
negative. In faet, it is now a familiar
result that it is necessal'Y to add Peirce>s
law, ((A c+ B) " 7 A) c+ A, to render the

IJositivc implicational calculus classically
completJe.

Han Wang

The paper was translated by the editor.
When informed of the projected publication of the translation of his paper,
Professor Kolmogorov signified his acqui
esoonce.
M

INTRODUCTION

Brouwer's Wl'itings have revealed that it is illegitimate to use the prir:-ciple of
excluded middle in the domain of transfinite arguments. Our task here wtU be to
expla.in why this illegitimate use has not yet led to contradictions and also why the
very illegitimacy has often gone mllioticed.
.... ,
Only the finitary conclusions of ma,thematics ?an have Slgnificzance 111 ap~hcatlOru;.
But transfinite arguments are often used to provide a founda~ion for fil1lt~~ conclusions. Brouwer considers, therefore, that even those who u.re mterested only 111 the
finitary J.'6Bult-s of mathematic..;; cannot ignore the intuit.ioniEtic. critique of the
priuciple of excluded middle.
.
"Ve shall prove that all the finitary conclusions obtained hy means of a trl1n~fillito
use of the principle of excluded middle are correct and can be pruved e-von WIthout
its help.
.
A nat-u.ral question is whether the transfinite pl'emiSSeH that are used to obtain
<:orrect finital'y oonclllSions have any meaning.
. ..
.
We shall prove that every conclusion obtained with the help of the prmmple 01
excluded middle is oorroct provided every judgment that enters III Its formulat:on
is replaced by a judgmeut asserting its double negation. We can the double negatIOn
of a judgment its "pselldotruth". Thus, in the mathematics of pseudotruth It 18
legitimate to apply tho principle of excluded midd;o.
.
"
".
The nece.'mity of introducing such notions as 'pseudoexl!it011ce and psendotrut,h" has long been felt in mathematics, if only in connection with the question of
Zermelo's axiom. It is only now, however, that one of the forms of pseudotruth has
received a strict detennination and has been given a firm basLq through axioms used
in the domain of pselldotruth but not used for truth proper,

I.

PORMAI,ISTXC AND INTUITIONISTIC POINTS OF VIEW

§ 1. From the fotm.alistio point of view mathematics is a col1ectio~. of formulas.
Formulas are combinations of elementary symbols taken from a d~llte supply. ~t
the basis of mathematic..r; lie a certain group of fOTIUulas caned axlOlliS, and ce~tt:\J~l
rules that enable us to (~onstruct new fonnulas from given formulas; as rules of t~IS
kind we have at the present time the inference according to the schen::a \5, e -+ ~ i 5r
and the rule of substitution of partioular values for the 8 J'll1bols of val'lables of vanous
kinds,
1

In contradistinction t.o the axioms, wittingly taken as «true H, a certain group of
formulas are wittingly taken as "false}), A system of axioms is said to be ,( oonsistent»
if no formula, considered (lfalse" can be obtained from t.hem by a derivation carried
out a,ccording to the rules.
§ 2. The formaHst,ic point of view in mathematics asserts that the selection of the
axioms constituting its basi"'! is arbitrary and subjeut only t,o considerations of practical
convenience that lie outside of mathema.tics and are, of oourse, more or less conventionaJ. 2 The sole absolute demand made upon every mathematical syst.mn is, from the
point of view now considered, the demand that the c1xioms constituting its basis be
consistent.
The formulas p.roved on the basis of the axioms are said to he true, those leading
to u. contradiction false. The question of the truth or falsity of a oonsistent but unprovable formula has no meaning from the formalistic point of view. The existence of .
such formulas shows that the system ofaxio:ms is incomplete. We can complete an !\' 4lrincomplete system of axioms, if for some reason this is desirable; hy taking as an
axiom an unprovable and consistent formula, or) with tho same right, its contrarucM
t-ory. The selection of the formula taken as the new axiom, from eaoh pair of contJ.'adictory formulas, is thus. subject only to consid.erations of convenience.
§ 3. The point of departure of the intuitionistic conception is the recognition of the
real meaning of mathematical propositions, The axioms that constitute the basis of
mathematics aTe adoptod in order to express fa<:ts given to us. This conception
tolerates the formalistic method in the study of mathematical constructions as one
among other possible methods hut goes against the formalistic conception of mathe~
matics as a \vhole.
Ira the question of the nature of unprovable but consistent propositions the intui~
tioni-ruic conception gives an answer completely different from that given by the
purely formalistic conooption. Suppose that a system of axioms is given for a certain
branch of mathematics, geometry for example. These axioms express properties of
the subject under investigation, in this partioulal' case, of space. Suppose, further,
t,hat a certain proposition of the hranch selected cannot be proved on the basis of the
given axioms but does not lead to a eontradk'tion either. From the intuitionistic point
of view two cases oan oeeur. First, it may happen that the truth or falsity of the
proposition considered follows from direct examination; in that. case the given
proposition l if it is true-or, if it is false, its contl'adietory~-canbe taken as it new
axiom. Second, it may happen that the pl'oposition is indeterminate, that iB, that its
truth or falsity does not follow from direct examinat,ion; in that oase the only thing
that we can do is to try to derive the proposition in qnestion from ot,hers tha.t are
immediat.ely obvious; if this does not succ-e.ed, the proposition has to be regarded as
indeterminate, since it is possible that we shaJl subseqnenLly have to adopt, as obviously true axioms from which its truth or falsity can be derived; but whether this
will he the case is proo.isely what we do not know at the present time.

f

1

Soo Hilbe.rt 1922a, p. 152.

l:l See Whitehecd and RUS8fdJ 1fJl0, Iut,rnduetiou, Hilbel't, too, is oloSfi t-o this point. of view; for
him absolute truths (ab8olttte WahrkeUen) are propositions of "mot>&.ma.t:hornatics" only, that, is,
asserMons of consistenoy, but, on the othel' hand, tho formulas of ordinary mat,hematics {&igcntliMe Mathematik), too, !lire in his opmion expressions of certain thoughts (Gedanken). (Soo Hilbert
1922a. pp. 152·-153.)
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§ 4. The formalistic point of view is advaneed in mathematical logie too. In the
present paper we confront it precisely in the field of logie. To deny any real meaning
to mathematical propositions is, ,however~ wbt constitutes the basis of the formalistic
point of view in mathematical logic. In faot, no one would propose applying to reality
any logical formula that has no real meaning. 'rhus, so long as mathema.tical logic is
rega.rded only as a formal system who-so formulas have no real meaning, it diverges
from general logic; the formalistie point of view can exist only in mathematics and
mathematical logic but not in tho ordinary logic that lays claim to significauoo in
applications to reality.
As for us, we do not isolate a special Hmathematicallogic" from genera-I Iogio; but
we admit only that the originality of mathematics as a soience creates for logic special
problems that are investigated by a specialized "mathematical logic". Only in this
logic does a doubt arise concerning the unconditional applicability of the principle of
excluded middle.
§ 5. The differenoe between the two points of view presented manifests itself even
in the domain of the logic of jndgment-'l. Iu what follows we undcrst"nd by the general
logic of judgment6 the science that investiga.tes the properties of arbitrary judgments
independently of their content, so far as their truth, their falsity, and the ways in
whioh they are derived a;oo concerned. (Each judgment is regarded as an unanalyzable
element in the investigation.) Tbe general logic of judgments is formally expressed
with the help of symbols for a,rbitrary judgments, A, B, a, ... , of the symbol for
implication, A --0> B, and of the symbol for negation, A.
Hilbert (1922", p. 153) offered the following systcm of axioms for the logic of
jndgments:
AxiomB of implication

I. A

(B --0> A),
(A --0>
--0> (A -,. E),
.J> (B --0> OJ) --0> {Be,. (A -+ OJ),
\ 4. (E --0> 0) -+ {(A -> B) -+ (A ->

2. {A
3. {A

(1 )

--0>

--0>

Bn

an.

Axioms of nogation
O. A-+ (A··, B),
{ iI. (A~' E) -+ {(A -+ B) -+ B}.

(2)

The inner consistenoy of these axioms ca.n be proved in an extremely elementary
way.s From the formalistio point of view this is sufHcient for acoopting them as a
hasis for the general logic of judgments.
Moreover, Hi1bel·t~s system is complete: no new llldependent a,xiom can be added
without oontrad.iction. More precisely, for every formula written 1lith the symbols of
tho logic of judgments, even such a formula as
-f

:I

See AekeNrtann 1924.

(A -+ B),

either tho formula can be proved

On
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the basis of Hilbert's axioms or the consequence

A,
that is, the truth of an arbitrary judgment, can be derived from it by means of the
same axioms.
§ 6. Front the intuitiomstic point of view the mutual consistency of Hilbert's
axioms is by no means sufficient for their acceptance. In the next chapter we shall
analyze the source of their significan{~e for judgments in general and for pal'ticu1'\l'
forms of jndgments.
One of Hilbert's two axioIi1S of negation, Axiom 6 1 expre&"<€s t,he principle- of
excluded middle- in a somewhat unusual form. Brouwer proved that the application
of this principle to arbitrary judgments is without (my foundation. 4 Axiom 5 is ueed
only in a symbolic presentation of the logic of judgments; therefore it is not affeoted
b~y Brouwer's critique, especially since it has no intuitive foundation either.
'lThus, together with a. critique of Hilbert's axioms, We shall have to present new
axioms of negation, whose applicability to arbitrary judgments has been ascertained.

11.

AXIOMS OF THE LOGIC! Oli' JUDGMENT

§ I. The axiolllB of the generaJ logic of judgments h,y claim to haviug significance
for all judgments; therefore, they must follow from the general propertie!J of judgments, To be sure, what comes immediately below is not at aJl a definition of ftmdamental notions or a proof of the axioms of the logic of judgments, but a search for
their intuitive sources that already uses all the notions and devices of logic.
In the logic of judgments the judgment is considered the ultimate element in the
investigation. Wheu we consider the judgment independently of the synthesis of
subject and predicate that it contaulS, there remains the sole ch3,racteristic property
of a judgment, the one that distinguishes it from other forms of expression and was
stated by Aristotle;' it can be appraised from tho point of view of truth or falsity.
It is natural to try to derive the axioms of the general logic of judgments withont
going beyond its own boundaries, that is, purely from the property of judgments that
4 See BnY/t-wer L923d, p. 252. Hilbert, too, thinks that the principle of excluded middle is not
intUitively obvious: when applied w infmito oolleatioUlJ of obje(~t$, In that caso he ox:presses it
symbolioally by the two formulas

(a)A(a) iiq. (Ka)A(a),
(Ka)A(a) iiq. (a)A(a).

(See Hilbert 1922(1,. p. 155.) So far as: the principle of excluded middle in the generallogie of judg~
ments (Axiom 6) is concerned, Hilbert does not say anything about tho question of its intuiH':o
obviorumosa:; apparontly he considers this obviousness to be indubitJ:ble, Those views of Hilbert's
are not inseparably linked with the fundamental and purely formal tas1{ that he set himself, the
invl3Stigation of consistency; they seem lllClo;~'J:Bet t,o us,
First, Axiom 6 is not intuitively Obv"'iOU8. Its reUt{;ion to finitary logic (finite Logik) is only illu~
sory; while the truth of the axioms Qf implicati.Qn (14)1<; perceived indopendolltly of the content
of the judgments, tho hut"h of Axiom 6, as will be explainod in the next chapter, demands for it.a
justlllcaiJion that tho oont"3nt of tho jUdgments be coruddorod, aJ:ut this oontent Uta;'!' bo transfinito.
Seoond, if Axioma 1-6 are adopted, the t.wo forrnulns given a.bove (Ian 00 proved with the help
of a fow adOrns whoseintuillive obviousness cannot bo questioned. We shall give tho proof in
Ohapter V. but t,he first al'gU1h0nt is suffioi.ent to jUB-tify the invostigations that now follow.
S De intel'pre.tatione, 4; De am:ma, III, 6.
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was just mentioned. In the next sections of the prescnt chapter we shan investigate
to what extent this is possihle.
§ 2. 'rho meaning of the symhol A --~ B is exhausted hy the ract that, OllC" convinced oHhe truth of A, we have to accept the truth of B too. Or, in the formalistic
interpretation: if formula A is written down, we ca,n also wTite down formula B.e
Thus, the relation of implioation bet-ween two judgment!; doe.' not cstablish any
cOilll.ootion between their eontents.
Hilbert's first -axiom of implicatioll l which means that <'the true follows from
anything", results from such a formalistic interpTetation of implication: once B is
true by itsolf, then, aftet' having aCl'.ept,p;dA, we a.180 have to regard B as true,
The truth of the remaining three axioms of implioation is seon jnst as easily on
the basis of the interpretation given for the notion of implication. Moreover, the
character of the judgments coll8idel'oo is n.ot in the- least nffE"clR,d; con.sequently,
no doubt oan arise about the possibility of applying these axioms to arbitrary
judgments.
The questIun of the comple--ren0Ss of the system of the four axiolllS of implication
is interesting. Mwr what has been said concerning the completeness of Hilberes full
system of axioms for the logic of judgments, the qUelltion has to be pnt thns : A formula proved by means of the axioms of hnplioation and tho axioms of negation is
said to be true; can every true formula written with the help of only the symbols for
arbitrar,Y judgments and implication, without the symbol for nega.tion, be proved on
the basis of the four axioms of implication alune 1
§ 3. So far as a completed judgment, oonsiclerocl as a whole, is concerned, negation
is merely the interdiction from regarding the judgment as true, We can obtain a
fuller view of what negation is by considering the judgment as a statement attributing a predicate to a subject; n.egation then is the assertion that the predicate is
incompatible with tbe subject.
The symbol if of the logic of judgments, of course, expresses the first, interpretation of negation, that is; the interdiction from considering the judgment A true.
However; the usual tradition in logic hits boon to pass :from the first interpretation
to the second, regarded as more primitive.'! In the apl,Hcation to mathematical
judgments this turns out to be impossible.
In so far as the negation of a judf.,:rment is the product of diront, examination, the
second interpretation, which takes its point of departul'e in the idea uf the impoBSijlility of the sJ~lth",is th",t cre"tes the jndgment, is ",ctually closer to the substance
of the m3.tter than the first, which rests upon the purely formal idea of bterdiction.
Bnt, when a negation is obtained as the result of '" derivation, the 1'eduction of the
first intel'pret,ation to the second is no longer necessary and, in the case of mathematical judgments; if{ sometimes even impossible. In fact, ma.ny negative judgments
in ma.thematic9 are proved by means of a l'oduction t,o a contradiction, according t,o

Thus, the fIrst interpretation of negatiou is independent. It wa" originally intro.
duoed by Brouwer. (1923d), who defines nega.tAon as absurdity. it rests npon the
second, 8111ce to derrve a negative judgment by reduction to a contradiction we must
alre-ady have Some negative ,judgments, but atlJhe same time it is broader than the
second,
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the schema CS ~ %, ~ I@5~a and eannot be pl'ov(',d in any other way.
This if': precisely what is oxpressed by the schema 6, € ----'>- :t! % iu.Hilbort~s :l'net~thematics,
Sigwart, too, ,'egard$ tJi.is schema as the most general schema in any inference (see S'l{JWart 1908.
p. 372, ![or 1904, p. 434]).
7 Seo, for inst.anee, B-iywnrt 1908, l?P, 136ff., [or 10(J!1.j llP. 155ff.]
g See § 6 on the principle of contradiction,
fj
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.§ 4. HHhert's frrs~ axiom of negation) "AuJrthing follows from the false H , made its
WIth the ri&l of syn;bolio logie, a.s did also. incidenb,lly, the first
. of Imphcation. But, while tbe first axIOm of Impbc«tlon follows with intuitive
obVlousn~sfrom a correct, .interpretation of the idea of logical lmpliCi1tion, the &"dom
now con!ndere~ does not have and cannot have any intuitive fDlmdation since it
~ert8 somet~lng a.bout t,he oonsequences of something impossible: we have to accept
B 1f the true Judgment A is regarded as fame.
.
f
.
Thllil Hilbe t' first
"
~,.
r B
aXiOm 0 negatIon oannot be an axiom of t.he intuitionistic
lOglO of Judgments, no matter which interpretation of negation we take as a. point f
departm-e, This, of course, does not oxeJnd. the possibility that the axiom C"'n :e
a formula proved on the basis of other axioms.
§ 5. Hilbert:s second axiom of negation expresseB tho principle of excluded middie.
The pl'Inmple Ul Oxp1'essed here in tbe form in wbich it is used for derivatiOlls: if .8
f?llows from A as well as .£rom A, then B is true. It,,"') usual form HEvery judgment is
H
eIther true or false ,9 is equivalent to that given above. 10
I
'"
Clea.rly, fro~ the first interpretation of negation, that is, the int.erdiction from
re?a~mg the Judgment as true, it i8 :Im.I>\)ssible t.o obtain the certitude that the
prtnClple of excIu~ed :niddJe is true ; inoidenta.lly, no such attempts have been made,
COl1Sequ~ntly, to JU'~tify the principle we must turn to the strueture of the judgment,
the rela.tion of pre-dlCate to suhject. Even in the very- simple- case of a jUdgment of
the ~ype "All A are .8" the relations of all possible A, the supply of which oan be
lI1fim.te, to the predicate B inevitably enter into consideration. Brouwer showed 11
that.In tho case.of such transfinite judgments the principle of exoluded middle cannot,
preCIsely for this reason, be considel'ed obvious,
§ 6., Thus, from the lntuitionistio point of view neither of Hilbert's two axioms of
no~atl.onca~ be ta.ke~ as an axiom of the general logic of judgments. We offer here the
followmg anom, whICh we shall call the principle of eolltr",diatioll :

:~:~ra~?e Ol~Y

(3)
Th' , Lo'b '.'

, 'th IS IS
I HIZ ~>very sim~le formula:ion (see NOU1Jea:u.x 6Ssuis IV, 2), The formulation" A
t
]8~; or B o~ not·B has nothmg to do With the logio of jt1dgments.
SymbolIcally the seoond form is expressod thus ~
fl

A V /1,
f -h
'. . . '
.
,
'
e e-qUlVwtmOO <) t e two;} forrng tiS easily pl'Qvod on tho hawilJ of the
a.xro..~s of rmphcatlOu and tho following a.xioms, which determine tho tne-,aning Qf the >l'i'mbol V and
are l><hJCGh from AekeNnann 1924:
-.,
l.A----,>-AVB.

where V means "ort< Th

.

_1

2, B·>-A V B;

3, (A ~O) -+ (B ~G1 ~

(;I

'I B) _0.

[I~l t.:ese';Ol'UJ;\llas V binds more strongly than -"l>", and for -;. ihert') is association On the right]
of tll ee _ 1'~'U.wl""f1923d -or the example of a proposition unprovablo oxcept. by an illegitirnate u~
o prmmp e 0 eXCluded middle, discussed in detf\il in B,'ouwer 1020,
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ON THE PRINCIPLE OF EXCLUDED MIDDI,E

Its meaning is : If both the truth and the falsity of a certain judgment B follow from
A, the judgment A itself is false.
The usual principle of contradictiollf H A judgment cannot be true and. false' can~

i: i;:~~: :~s ~ac~;4)l~ef)ts
,

with some
e
§ 8, We shall designate the ""ioms of the system ©, (I) (3), :;d
,tl
be
1-6,Thenumbersofformulasthat.restiuponA.'<r·· 6 ' d' bl
,oJ lenum IS
.
.
. AlOm
axe OU y und li ed t '.. ill
oate that these formulas have vaJidity
l ' '"1 d
.
'
.er 11
0 m .
ot;hers aJ'e valid for arbitrar'\"T j.ud
. . on y In ,,10 omam of the fimtary, while the
,}
gmcn~s.

j

notl be formulated in

of an arbitrary judgmont, implieation, and :nogation. Our
prinoiple contains something 0lse; namely I from it, together with the fi.rnt axiom of
implication: there follows the principle of 1'ednctio ad absu1'dunl: If B is true and if
the falsity of B follows from A, then A is false.
terUl.>'3

The truth of the proposed axiom follows from Lhe simple"t interprotation of
uegation, the interdiotion from regarding a judgment as true, llilld doe.' not depend
upon whether the content of the judgmente is oonsidered,
The system of live axioms, the foul' axioms of implication (1) and the axiom of
negation (3) just ndopted, I shAll call the system 58, We do not know any formula of
the general logic of judgments that pos-sesses intuitive obviousness when applied t.o
arhitrary judgments hut is not provable on the basis of this system of axioms,
Neverth0Joss, the question whether this axiom syb1;em is a, complete axiom system
for the intuitionistic general logic of judgments remains open.
§ 7, Although, as we ha,ve seeu, the prineil,l. of exelud.ed middle caunot be regarded
all an axiom of the general logic of judgmente, it has valiilit,y iu the limited domain of
the judgments that Brouwer c",ll. finit,ary judgmente, We shonnot investigate here
what the boundaries of the domain of finitary judgments arc; this task is not as easy
as it may seem. W{;} therefol"Q limit ourselves to the reoognition of the foot that such
a domain exists.
Besidf'A:1 the principle of excluded middle, the principle of double negation, which
is expressed symbolically by
(4)

6,

12

~)

The formula.A -+ A is provable on the basis of the .system

(6) _.
[(B_G) -

_On

Soo formula. (34)

bB]nw.

Axiom I

on

~._{A - (B
-> (B )- (il ->
{(A ~.,," 13)_ (A -O)}] _ [(A _Bj_ ((B_O) -;-(A ~G)}]

Axiom 3
[(B_O)_ {(A -> B) -, (A _ O)j] -[(A+B) > I(B
(13

(7)

(8)

0) _(A -O)}]

(6)

='" 0) -+ HA -> B) _

«4 -,.

(A -+ G)}
B) - {(B _ G) _ (A :.,. G)}

Axiom 4

~~~(A:_-p-B) - HE - GJ_ (A+ oJ}
.8)}-> [{(A -,. .8f~A}_ (.8-+ A)]

(7)

{B-+ (A_

{B_ (A _.8))-+ [{(A _.8) -+A}-> (.8_ A)]
(9)

(10)

(5)

_A)

Axiom 5

-B)-Al_(B_A)

{(A

(A _ B) -(B--':Aj
(ll)

A_(B·+A)

ill ~.> A) -

A-a

(13)

Axiom I

(II)

-+

B)
(12)

A->-(A-+B)
A->-A
1J~ B

Axiom 6

{(A _ B) -~ (A -> G)}
(B ..0> B) ->- {(A -> B) ~(A -> E)}

Axiom 4

(!!..;,. GJ

-+

(s -+ E)_{(A ...;,. B) _ (A
H

Boo Chapool' Hr, § 4.

(10)

(A _ B)

A'+(A_iij

(Ill)

(9)

(Ll -> BL- (.8 _ A)
(13 ,-> A)-> (A -> B)

(12)

(8)

. B ->- (A ~+ .8)
{(A -B)_A}->(B>A)

(A - B)_{(A_.8)

,Ill.

>

A_~_A)

li--..;,. (A .:". Bj

:A_A,

has validity in the domain of the finitary .12
It is self-evident that ali live axioms of the general logic of judgment. (the system
lll) are valid in the domain of the finitary too, The system of axioms that consists of
the axioms of the syst"m 58-that is, (1) and (3)--aud the axiom of double negation
(4) we shall eall tne system 11,
The system. ,I';> is e'luivalentto the system consisting of Hilbert's axioms (1) and (2),
The axioms of implication are common to hoth. For the proof it is therefore sufficient
te prove fonnul"" (3) and (4.) on t,he basis of the formnlas (2), and conversely, the
axioms of implicatiou being used in hoth cases, We shall not carry out the proof of
formulas (3) and (1) on the hasis of Hilbert's axioms (1) ,,00 (2), hnt the conveUle
proof, whieh rests upon axioms (3) "nd (4), introduced here for the first time, is
carried out 111 the next section.
For us the system ©ha.g the advantage of being obtained from the system'll of the
general logic of judgments by the addition solely of the axiom of double negation;
this cOl1Jliderably facilitates further investigation,
It is olear that the sj.'Swm ~, jus:t like llilbert's systom, is complete. In. it we can
derive all the formulas of the trndiUonal1ogic of judguwnts. They are all true, if ouly
we replace in them the symbols for arbitl'ar;r judgments, A, B, 0, ... , by symbols for
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arhitrary finital'y judgmeuts Af Bf Gf
Th
difficulties, which are exphj,il~ed ~n~ 'o~':r~~e

_En

(15)
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(A. -~
(A -+

means: if B follows from the truth of A and from it" falsity as well, then it cannot
be false, Indeed, if we assume that B is false, A canuot be true, since B would follow
from A ; but from the falsity of A the truth of B would follow.

-+ (A - .. B)

B) -+ (A -+ B)

(if ~ B)+ Dr ~ B)

ITl, TIm
(13)

A_(A-+B)

(il.

(A -'" B)
-A .+ (A ::.,. B~
>

B»

Thus Hilbert's firm axiom of negation is prov€>Ai,
(A -+ B) -+ (E -+ A)
{HI)

(J ' r

(10)

.8) .+'(B~ A)

(A -+ B) -+ {(A ~> B)::::,:,}l
(E":;' A),.. {(ll +d) - ? B}

(20)

(E.~ A) _ {(B -+ A) -+

(22)

(23)

(A -+ B) -+ «B -+ OJ -+. (A_-+,-O::.)!.L}~-=_ _,
(E-+ A)}·+[{(B.>A)-+ B}-> ((A -T B)· ",En

(20)

(7)
(22)

(:4 - r B)·,. (B - r A)

(19)

§ L The formulls provable on tJle basis of axioms i8 constitute the general logic of
judgmenm. We shall call the totelity of formulas provable on the hasis of t,he six
axioms '\;> the special logic of judgments." The content of the speciallngie of judg.
ment" ill richer than that of the general logie, but its domain of applicahility is
narrower. Everything below is devotod to the explanation of what the dOITla-ill of
applicability of the special logic of judgment!! ill. Thill domain is p,srhaps even some·
what nar.rower than the domain in whi.ch the principle of excluded middle in the
Hilbert form ill applicable.
§ 2. Lot us introduce symbols, A " B', 0', ... , t" donoto arbitrary judgments for
whieh tho judgment itself follows from its dDuble negation. The finitary judgments
are of tho,t kind. All true judgments aro also of that kind; this, however, will not
have any application in what follow•. Brouwer proved (1923d) that all negative
judgment. are of that kind. The proof, given bBlow, rest. only upon the axioms of
tho ayste.m m.
On the haai'J of the axioms of implication it is eat;;y to prove the formula

(28)

(29)

B) ::+ {(B -> A) -+ .8)

§(E -+ A'j-+ B) -+ {(A -> B) ~ .8]

(21)

(23)

(A _ B)-'T{(A. ...,.. B)-+ B}

(30)

(31)

(A ::+.8)...;.. (A'-7 B)_~..
.";-B) -+ B}

-{(,=j-_-"B);1i) -

ITA

(A -> B) -> {(A .,.. B) -> B}

(24)

{(.:4 -+ B) .+ B} _ {(A ...,.. B) - B).

-(!i-=> B)_ {(A -+ B) -+ B}
Thus Hilbert's second aXlom l too, is proved.
.
f
Arno
the formulas proved with the help of axioms jE, Without. the~JUom 0
double ';,gatiou, formulas (12) and (24) are those that arB closest t" Hilbert s a,:JO~:
of neg"tion. Formula (24), whieh comes close te the prmo1ple of ,,,,'eluded nudd ,

A-+d.

(A .::+ B) ::+ «A=B)-+ A}

(A -+A)-+ «A -+ A) _A)
A::+ (B::+ A)

(32)

(33)

-+

(J -+ A)
-+

I}

(29)

(1 -> A) -+ {(A -+.:4) -+ A)
A -+((A

Axiom

Axiom 1.

A-+(A-+A)
A

{(B::+ A)::+ B}::+ {(A::+ B)::+ B}
-'T

SPECIAL I~OGIO OF JUnGMEN'TS AND JT8 DOMAIN OF APPLIOABILITY

(27)

{(A -+ B) -+ (E -+A)) -+[{(B-+ A) -+ B}-+{(A -+ B) -+ Bn

(A.

(24)

i!}

(A ~> B) ..:;.{(B; ;I) .::;.. Il}

{(A -+ Ji) -7'

Axiom 5
(10)

(A-+B)-+(E-+A)

(21)
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A) -+A}

(28)

{A -+ (B -+ OJ) -+ {B::+ (A ::+ OJ)
[A'::;" {(A':'" l) -+ A}]-+ {(;! -+A) ::+ (A -+ Jll

Axiom 3

[A...,.. {(A::+:4) ::+ A}] -+ {(A -+ A) ...,.. (A ::+ An

(31)

A -; {(A

-'T

A)::+ A)

(A -+ A)::+ (A

A-+A

-+

Al

(30)

(27)
(32)

14 The gonoral logic of judgmfmLB also has another, roo1 interpretation (tree Cht..ptel' I, § 5).
The special logic of judgments can for the present be defined merely fOMally, since the reat
meaning of its formulas will be established only :in what follows.
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(33)

(A, B)

{(X_ .8) _B} -+ {(A.'::;' B) -+ m

(42)

A -+ «A -, B),). B}

(40)

(44)

{(A -+ B) -» B}'7 {f;f':+ .8) --+ H}
A ~,.. {~4 ->B) ...>- B}

(43)

(45)

~(B -+C)} -~ {B·+ (A -+C)}
[A .-;.. {(:II .~ 1i) .-;.. B)] .-;.. {fA ~,.. iJi -+ (A -+ if)}

(43)

(34)

(A-+B)-+(B-+ll)
(35)

{A -+

-+

(A-+

(10)

(A -+A)

-+

-+:4)

(35)

A·-;.-A

(34)

(36)
The axiom system .s;;, differs from tho system >8~ which is universally applicable,

only by the axiom of donble negation. For judgments of type A' this axiom is
expre""ed by the following formula:

X-+£

V{e consider only this formula. to be true; we consider fonnula (4) t.o be unfounded,
But it does n~t yet follow from what hIlS been said that all formulas of the special
logic of judgments al'e trne for judgments of type A"; in fact, in tJll:~ derivation of
these formulas the axiom of double negation (4) is applied not ouly to elementary
judgnlcuts-which for OUT Oa8e~ that of judgments of typo A' , is justified by fOJ'filUla
(37)-but .lso to complex fOfmnl",,; wheMHll" a formnla of type A' -+ B', f01' example,
is (l. fOl"tUUla of type- A" is, however, not yt\t apparent.
S3. We shall now J'l'ove that every fonnum expressed by meallll of the symbols
A', B', 0'"." and the symbols of implication and negation is a formula of type A',
]\lr that it suffices -w consider two very simple cases.
First, every nllgative judgment is a jndgment of type A' by vIrtue of Brouwer'.

formula (36),
Second, we now prove that a judgment of type A' ~, B' is &lso a judgment of
type A',
(38)
(39)

(40)

(A

-~

B) _ (A .+ B)

((A -» B) -+ (A -+ B)}·J> [A -+ «A --+ B) ~~ B}]

(39)

(A ~> B) -+ (A ~7 B)

(38)

(B ~.). A)~ (A -+ .8)

(10)

(A .). B) -+ (.8 -+ LJ)

(10)

(Ll -+ B)
(;:I -+ B)

(41)

(H--+A) -+

(42)

(A=;'1i)-+

·+{ri -+7i) -+ Bn ->{(A:"" B) -+ (A -+ Bll
A -+ {(A .-;.- B) -+ B}
_(A -+ 11)'

(46)

(.4..;::.8)

(44)

Tb~s formulais true for arbitrary judgments A and B, RepJa<Jing A by A and B
by B and makIng U8<l of formula (37), we easily obta.iu the formula

(.4'"' -'if),-;.- (A' -+ H),

(47)

which shows preoisely that jndgments of type A' ~,~ B' are of type A',
By g:rad.uaJ~y passing to more complex formulas, we can prove the aJ::;OOrtion made
at the begmnmg of the present seetlon,
§ 4, We can now aSc""rt that all formtllas of the special logic of judgments are true
for judgments of type A', including all finit"ry and all negative judgments. In fact,
the symbolS A'' I B'.J 0' , '.' " A' -3>- B , I and
allow all the operations that the s;ymbols
of the generallogre of judgments do: ffilbstitution for the symbols A', B', 0'"" of
a.n arb.ltrary formula writt.en by means of the symbols oonsidered and inference
accordmg ~ the schema @;......."..
% 1st; moreover, all six axioms .l) are true for them.
T~e preClse houndary of the domain in whichbhe special logic of judgments is
apphca.ble has thus been found; this domain ooincides ",ith the doma.in in which the
formula of double negation (4) is applicable.

IV,
Axiom 3

(A -» B) _ (H~7A)
(41)

Axiom 3

(27)

{A -~ (B -+C)} -+{B+ (A -+C)}
{(A ~B) -+(.4. _ B)} ~J> [;.r.;; {(A -+ B) -+ B}]

A -.{(A ':;;:B)~7 B}

LA

[A

The u>st formula shows that all negative judgments aTe judgments of type A'.

~}

(:4 ~~ B)
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ThE MATHEMATICS OF l'SEUDOTRt."TH

S. 1. I~ tbe preceding chapter we ootablished that all the formulas olthe traditional
logIC of jndgments can actually be proved as formulas of tlw special logic of judg.
menU!, We mnst merely reeognize that they deal only with jUdgnWIlU! of type A',
Moreover, these formulas themselves turn out to be formulas of type A',
The full(~w~tg question now ariS(o'Al: Can we in a similar way, after we ha.ve placed
some restnctlOns on ~heir real interpret.ation, again give a meaning toO a.ll those
fot'mulas of mathematICS t.hat are proved by a.n illegitimate USe (that is) a use ouf.side
the do,;,ain i~ which thoy are applicable) of formu.!as of the speei&! logio of judgment.s, m particulp~r by use of the principle of oxcludod middle ~ It turns out that this
t"sk can be fulfilled.
" § 2. We shall construct, alongside of ordinary mathematics, a new mathematics, u.
.. peeudomathematios" that will be such that to every formula of the first there
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corresponds: 11 formula. of the f;e<tond and, nloreoV'er, that every formula of pseudo.
mathema.tics is a formula of type A " For the time being we are not coneerned with
the question of the truth of the formulas of pseudomathematics; we shaH turn to it
in § I) of the pr_nt eh&ptor,
A symbol, simple or oomplex, that exprooseg a judgment is called a formula.
]"'ormul.as of which no part is it formula will be caJIed elementary formulas, or for~
mulas of the first order; a = a is suoh a formula. A fOl'1uula whose parta are fonnulas
of the (n.l)th order a.t most will be oalled a formula of the nth order, }1'or example,
the formula
a

~

b -> {A (a) .... B(a)}

third order sinoe its constituent lJal't A(a) ~ B(a) is a formula. of
the second order.
To an elementary formula is there corresponds in pseudomathematics the formula
6*, which expresses the double negation of",;

ON THE PRINCIPLE OF EXCI~UDED MIDDLE
l3econd} in anaJogv with th
h
•
esc oma <5, 6-.;.9::/"" th

(50)

"'"'

cot.,

e*, ($

is COrreot.
III fact,
(51)

(i$;.

-?

since (5* ~,
f>"'"'d ~*
.f'
'" are ,ormulaB of t
(52)

"l;)* I"l;*

~>* ~

ype

A'

_'7
'

,we have, according to fermu L (47)
'"

~>

is a fOr'..nula of the
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h
e so ema

,

((0* ~+ Q::*),

""*

(53)

{ (<5 -+ :it).

;(6*

-+ :3:*)

A'-- ,

(48)

In what follow'S we shall, for convenience, denote the double negation of @; by n:f3.
ffo t.he formula of tb.e nth. ordEn' F(GE 1 , 6 21 •••• :£i",), where @.)v @:)2' ••• , @?;c are
formulas of the (n--l)th order at. most 1 there corresponds in pseudomathematins the
formula F(IS 1 ) 6 2 , • " ., e ll )* such that

ThU8~ We see that +~
th
"" every oorre.<Jt proof i th d
'
. ere Corl'esponds a C-O:ITect proof in the
n. e omam of ordinary- mathemati{)S
follows the kuth of t,he propo"'t'
d domam of pseudornathematics .From t.-t
0' IOn a vanced at the b ' "
"lli$
§ 4.. To the five a.xioms of'the
general I . f"
egmmng of the present section
mathematics tJu, follOWing 'formUlas.: ogle 0 Judg.ment..s there correspond in pseudo-'

((9)
$~,

L nInA -> n(nB ,., nA)'
n
, n[n{nA-+n(nA-+nB)}~,..n(nA-+nB
3, n[n{nA ~H,.(•. B -.;. nO)}...,.. "{nB
~'
B) ..... n(n -+nO)}J,
(:4, n[n(nB-,..nC)->n{n(nA_
5, n[n(nA _... riB)
f( i
,.. "-__"" n(n~ nOm,
~ n, n,c '* n(nE) ...,.. n(nA)}],
formulas can be obtainE;:! from

2

:3;) ... ;

$: being regal'ded as alteady determined. For example, to the formula
a

~

(54)

b -.;. {A (a) -.;. B(a)}

there corresponds in pseudomathematics the formula

Tn",,,,,

n[n(a ~ b) -> n{nA(a) -.;. nB(a»)).

To every symbol that is not a formula there also conespands a definite symbol of
pseudomathematics. To a. symbol, simple or complex, of which no part is a formula
t.here cOl'rcb'ponds in pseudomathematics a symbul tha.t is identical with it. To a
oomplex symbol in which formulas enter there conei:>PJnds 11 symbol in which each
formula'" is roplaced by the formula <5*
§ 3. All the formulas of mathemat.ics: are derivt."{} from axioms} 15 which we denote
by U:1. U 2 , •• " 11k , with the help of the operations of substitution of particular values
for variablf'"s and of inference according to the schema GE, 6 ~+ 5t l:t. fro the axioms
there comtspond in pseudomathematics the formulas ttI, U~, ... , 11%. We shall prove
that every formula of p8eudomat.hema.tic.~that corresponda to a formula proved on
the ba-sis of the axiom....;; U is a conseqnence of the formulas U*. For the proof it suffices

to establish the following two facts,
Fil'st; if, when particular values are substituted for v&l'iables in a formula @;, we
obtain a formula st. then when the corresponding formulas and symbols are substi~
tuted at the corresponding places in the fOllnula @5*> wo obtain the formula. %*.
1

;W

1, n{A' '-'rnlB' -.;.A')},

(.55)

,

[

,

,

,

~, n[n(A'~" ~') ~n;n(A'

- B')
",
c
~n
-+nA}]
by substitution of nA wB "nd 0 £
'
.
(5')
, ' ,"
n, ,or A B'
dO'
n are formulas of tlhe s;:peciaI logic of' d>. ,an
> respectively. Since formulas
by us~ aU the axioms
~> Qf' an of ii~b:m,ents: we .have the right to prove them
any difficulty. Thus, aU t.heformrrlas (54) t rt Ba.X10lUa. Their 1)!Oof doe.'3 not present
all :ne formulas of PS6udomathematics tM~rC::ut to be true. It fonows from this that
logJ.~ of judgments are true,
espoud to tho formulas of the genera]
~ D. An the axioms of maf;hemlttics that we In
aXIOms of the general logio of' d
<
lOW pOssess the same propertva.s lJl
to the ' th '
)11 g l11 entg, namelv that th
,e
m m e Qomain of pseudomathem t'
. v'
' e 10Tn1u]as corresponding
. " fi,:tcs are true. For exu.mplo. to the a.:xiom
(a)A(a).." A (a)
there corresponds the true formula
J

of

0

Here nU t.he u.xioms of logic; are included among the fl,xiol1lii! of mathe:ma.tIc;s.

nfn(a)nA(a) -nA(a)}.
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ON THE PRINCIPLE OF EXCLUDED !l'lIDDLE

We shall call the axioms that possess the property formulated above axioms of type
~. Further, let us call the formulas proyable on the basis of the axioms of type .!l'
formulas of type !l:. All the axioms and formulas of mathematics that we know are of

mathematics t·hat are based ou the use, outside the domain of the finitary, of the
formula ofdouhle negation and of othcr formulas that depend upon it (like the prinoiplc
of excludcd midclle) can be regarded as firmly established. But, for those conclusiollil
whOlle derivations require, besides this formula [that of double negationn, only
axioms of t.ype st' (and no other axioms a.re known at present}, the corresponding
fonnulas of pseudomathemat,ic8 are true and consc-quently become part of the mathematics of pseudotruth.
In other words, all the conclusions that rest upon axioms of type Sf and on the
formula of dOUble negation are correct if we understand every judgment that enters
into them in the seIlSe of the affirmation of its pseudotrutb, that is, of its double
negation.
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type Sl:.16
By virtue of what was said above, the part of pseudomatholllatics whose formulas
correspond to the formulas of itype Sf acquires a real meaning; all its formulas are
true, since theJ~ are consequences of the true formulas that in pseudomathematics
correspond to the axioms of type sr, The name Hpseudomathemattics" becomes in~
appropriate for this part, the only one that for the time being exists; as a collection
of true formulas, it is part of genuine matheiua1;ics.
We shall say that a judgment is pseudotrue if its double negation is true. A judgment of the form n@5 thus asserts the pseudotruth of the judgment IS. The formulas
of pseudomathematics always express only judgments about pseudotruth. We have
the right, therefore, to call the part of pseudomathematios that has real meaning the
mathemat,ics of pseudotrtlth.
§ 6, In the usual presentation of luathematics a number of conclusions are obtained
by an illegitimate use of formula.' of the speeiallogic of judgment.., for example, by
usc of the principle of excluded middle. All these cases, as has been shown, can be
reduced to the use of the principle of double negatiou,
(4)

Among these couchmiollB let U!l consider those t,hat, except for the illegitimate
formula (4), rest only upon axioms of type sr. The formula" that express them we
shal1 call formulas of type ie'.
Lllt us construct the formulas of psendomathematios that correspond to the formulas SI". They will a.Il follow from the formulas U* that eorrespond to axioms of type
~ and from the formula
(56)

n{n(nA) -+ nA},

which corresponds to formula (4).
Formula (56) is true. In fact, by virtue of formula (34), it follows from
(57)

Formula (57) can be obtained by means of suhstitution from a formula of the special
logie of judgmcnts,
(58)

in the special logic of judbrlnents, as we lmow, an even number of negations. reduces to
affirmation.
Thus, while the formula.s of ordinary mathcJ1)1l.tios that we have considered are based
on an illegitimate use of formula (4), the corresponding formulas of pseudomathematics rest upon the true formula (56).
So we finally obtain the following result: None of the conclusions of ordinary

V.

ADDENDA

§ 1. Aft",r having shoWll t,hat it is iIIegit,imato to apply the principle of excluded
middlc to transfinitc jndgment", Brouwer set himself the task of providing a foundation for mathematics without the help of that principle, and to a considerable extent
he oarried out this task. 17 But it then turned out that there exist a number of mathematical propositions that cannot be proved without the help of the principlc of exeluded middle, rejected by Brouwer. We consid.er below a few examples of sneh
propositions.
We proved in the preceding chapters that, alongside of the development of mathemati". without the llelp of the principle of excluded middie, we can also retain the
usua.l development. To be sure, a limitoo interpretation then has to be given to all
propositions; namely, every judgment of ordinary mathematics has to be replaced by
the affirmation of its psoudotruth. But this development nevertheless retains two
remarkable properties.
1. If .. fiuitary conclusion is obtained "ith the hclp of argoll1ents based on the use,
even iu the domain of the transfinite, of the prineiple of excluded middle, the conclusion is true in the usual sense. In view of what pref'hdes, it can in fact be proved as
a collclOb'ion about pseudotmth; but, in the doma.:in of the finltaJ:y, psendotruth
coincides with ordinary truth.
2. Thc use of the principle of excluded middle never leade to a contradiction. In
fact, if a false formuia were obtained ,,,ith its help, then the corrcsponding formula of
pseudomathematics would bo proved without its help and would also lead to a
oontradiotion. ls
The first of these assertions cont'l'adicts a remark by Brouwer (1923d, p. 252, '
footnote), who thinks that finitary couclusioDS based on a transfinite U8e of the
principle of excluded middic must also be considcred unrcliable.
§ 2. Generally, the propositions that we do not lmow how tiO prove without an
:illegitimats use of thc principlc of excluded middle ordinarily rest directly, not upon
the principle of excluded middle of the logie of judgments, but upon another principle
that bears the same name. In fact, from the principle of excluded middle iu the form
See. lor. example, B¥OUWf#' 1918 and 1919.
We ~~mo that all the axioms oonsidered &rQ axioms of type ~ and, m()l'00ver~ that any
formula wlttmgly taken us false. 6, is such that the corresponding 6* is alsQ false.
17

In mathema.tios formulas whose truth i8 not obvious, for example, what is called Zermelo's
axiom, a.re Sflmetimes taken as axioms. But they, too, possoas tl:H3 property tlHtt 11 ----+ ll*.
16
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peculiar to the logic of judgments, namely, '~Every judgment is either true or false ",
we can obtain further conclusions by following the schema t,hat corresponds to

Aocordingly, it is impOssible to assert that th

(ajA(a) _ (Ea)A(a),

(60)

(lVa)A(") _ (a)A(a),

In § 4 of the present chapter we shan demonst.rato that formula (59) requires for its
proof only the acceptance of the principle of douhle negation (4) in addition to
formulas whose intuitive obviousness is unquestionable, among which the axiorns of
the general logic of judgments are included, But formula (60) can be proved without
tho help of that principle,
If we adopt formulas (59) and (60), we shall have the right to formulate tbe
prineiple of exeluded middle for ju<4;ments of the form (0).4(,,) as follows:

variahles,

(61)

(62)

nunlas nl whIch thero are symbols for

In general, the fonnula A(a) written b ' iteelf
meardng of" may he, A(a) is true. From ~his tho ~elUlB,that, whatever the particular
e,epre.sed symholical!" results. wll
.
"ollowmg prmmpl.e , which cannot he
'
,r ,
,
enevor a -lormula t; st d b ' I
t IOn],
we can write the formula (a)@i Wh
• an 8 y ,t80 f [in a deri"".
denote it by P,19
•
en We have to refer to this prinoiple, we
Furthermore, we adopt the following axioms,

(63)

L
II,
{ III,
IV.

("){A(a) -+ B(a)} ~> {(a)A(a) ...;.. (a)B(,,))
(a){A·> B(a)} -+ {A _ (a)B(a)),·
,
(a){A(a).+ C) _ { E")A(a) _ OJ,
A(a) _ (Ea)A(a),

We heliove that all these axioms are' t 'I' I
'
and their number are exclusively det In, TIl ~~e yObVIOUS. The choice of these axioms
(59)-(62),
"rmme 'yom' goa.], which is to prove formulas

§4,
(A_B)_

-(B_A)
(64)

(Ea)A(a) -> A(a)

(65)

(a){(Ea)A(a) _ ;f(a)}
(a)(A ,-+ B(a)}_
->

(BajA(a) _ (,,)A(a),

(a)A(a) _ (Ea)A(a),

In accordance with what was said above, he deems that, formnlas (59}··(62) justify the
application of the principle of excluded middle to infinite colleotions of ohject.s a,
Uulike formrdas (59) and (f'{)), formulas (61) and (62) can both be proved on the
basis only of axioms that are intuitively obvious. The proof is given in § 4.
Thus, formulas (60)-(62) simply are true formulas, while fonnula (59) is proved on
the basis of the principle of double negation (4); everything presented in the preceding
chapter, therefore, applies to the conclusions tha.t rest upon that principle,
S3, Let us remark first of all that, having determined the meaning of the symhol
(a)A(a) as "for all a, A(a) is tl'lle", we understand by "for all a" the same thing as hy
"for each a}), that is, the meaning is that, whatever a may be given, we can assert
that A(a) is true,
Every formula of the general logic of judgments.J when written by it-self, means that
it is true for all possible judgments, A, B J C, .... 'rhus, the formula A -~ A means
that for any ju<4;ment the douhle negation of the ju<4;mont follows from it", truth,

(11)

A(a)..=': (Ea)A(a)

-0'0"=--

(a)A(a) V (Ba)A(a),

that is, either A(a) is true for an a or there exists au a for whioh A(a) is not true,
To formulas (59) and (60) Hilbert adds (1922a, p, 157) the following:

'

intro~lIced; is the fu'St to lead us out of the do~:~?mbOhc ex~rp~oll (a)A(a), when
aU a' is contained in hidden form in all fo
ill .ofth~ fmltary; the- notion Ilfor

Hilbert,'s formula: If B follows from A as well as from A, then B is true, But in the
case that interests us, that of transfinite judgments, it is difficult to obtain any posi~
tive oonclusion B from the pure negation A; for that we must first transform the
judgment A into some other.
The following type of transfinite ju<4;ment is the most eustomary: for all a, A(a)
is true; symholically, this judgment is written (a)A(a} When we want to derive a
positive eonclusion from the negation (a)A(,,) of this ju<4iment, we put it iu the fonn
(Eo)A(a), that is, there exists an a for which A(a) is not true, The equivalence of the
last assertion to tillo simple negation of the judgment (a)A(a) is expressed hy the
fonowing t,wo formulns:
(,59)
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fA _

(a)B(a)}

(a)f(iDalA(a) -+ A(a)}
-~~:-:--~~
(JiJa)A(a) _ (,,)A(a),
ThUll f(Jrlml1a (61)iJl proved,

Axiom IV

(64) P
Axiom II

(66)

(65)

{A -(B->O)}_>
-{B_(A-+O)}
(61)

:t_~.:"JA--+ Bj

~~~A -+ (A~ Ji)

(68)

(12)

_ _.1-+ (A --+ B)
.Ii(a) -..;.- {A(a) _

(69)

Axiom 3

(&i)A(a)}

(67)

(a)[A(a) --+ {A(a) ''';'' (Ea)A(a)}]
Th0' symbol (a) can also OCOUr in front of .
(68) P
a. Instea.d of the principle P we can introducetlt~ol'mu.htthat does not actnally contu,in f,he variable
::U~e fobHo\Vw...g ,vule of suhstitution, not form~I:::::.m(a~V·I.Whlelre V denotes: a true jUdglYlf.lnt,
can e substJtuted for V.
sym 0 lea y; 8,ny formuL.'t that stands by
19
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(a)A(a) ->- (E(ijA(a)
- - -~-~(E,,)A(a)--+(~)A(a)

(79)
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(a){A(a) -~ B(a)}-?
-+ [(a)A(a)

-?

(a)B(a)}
A-·,A

(70)

(a)lA(a) ..,> {A (a) _ (Ea)A(a)}]
~.~-'-'~- (a)A(a)
(a)IA(a)

(Ea)A(a)

(81)

[Ea)A(a)""" talAla)
(Ea)A(a) --+ (a)A(a),

(80)

(Ea)A(a)
(71)

(aHA(a) - O}
{(Ea)A(a)·7'.SJ~~
(a){A(a) --> (EajA(a)} -+ [(Ea)A(a) -~ (Ea)A(a)}

(A -+ B) - ?

_

(A
(73)

The proof of formula (59) cannot be carried out witbout the help of the axiom of

(A~A) ..... A

(72)

-+A)_A

(27)

double nogu,tion. The numhers of the formulas that rest upon this axiom

(72)

(83)

(a)[A(a) .... (Ea)A(a)}'''' {(Ea)A(a) -

(EajA(a)}

{(Ea)A(a) ..... jEajA(a)} --+ (EajA(a)
(a)A(a) _ (lCa)A(a),

(71)

(74)

(75)

(34)

(76)

A--+A
A(;;)-? A(a)

(77)

(a){A(a) .... A(a)}
(a){A(a) .... B(a)}"""
_{(a)A(a) -> (a)B(a)}
(o,){A (a) ..... A(a)} .~~_._~'_
(a)A(a)

(a){A(a) ..... (a))
(a){A(a) -, B(a)}-'
_ {(a)A(a) _ (a)B(a)}

(73)

(a)A(a) --+ (Ea)A(a)
(a)A(a) --+ (Ea)A(a)

doubly

(66)

I
I!
I
I

(76) P

(a)A(a) _ (Ea)A(a)

(84) P

Axiom I

I

(EaIA(a) .... (a)A(a)

(83)

_(a)::4,(a) --> (a)A(a)
[ma)A(a) --> (a)A(a)

(86)

(A ->B)_

(ll)
-?(B -+ A)

Axiom I

\
I

(ElijA(a) -> (a)Ll(c=:a),-:-:-_"",,~,
(a)A(a) _ (Ea)A(a)

I

(77)

A_A
(Ea)X(a)

(Ea)A(a)

(78)

(a)A(a)-+ (Ea)A(a)
(75)
(90)

(~A(a) ..... (Ea)A(a)
(.4_B)_~(B.-:>A)

Axiom 6

(a){A(a) -+ A (a)}
--~'(;,,)A~) ....,,(a)A(;;)--

---'~~~(a)A(a)->-

(a)A(a) ->- (a)A(a)

(79)

(Ea)A{a),> (a)A(a)
(EajA(a) .... (a,)A(a)
A,+A
,+ A(a)

(70)

ThlL'\ fOrllfU1.lI (62) is pl'ove-d.

(78)

at'e

underlined,

[(Ea)A(a) ..... (Ea,)A(a,)}'-:> (Ea)A(a)
(a)A(a) -7' (a){A(a) _ (Ea)A(a)

(74)

-Cfr

Thus formula (60) ispl'oved.

Axiom 5

-+ {(A -7'.8)...,.. A}

(34)

(E~)A(~) ....,,-(EalA(a)

.
-7 (Ea)A(a,))

(11)

(EIL)A(a) -> (Ea)A(a)
(a)A(a)

--+ (E;:;j'X(a),

Thus formula. (59) is. proved by means of'the axiOIn of double negation,

Axiom 6
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§ 5. An "".,.,.Hent example of a proposition unprova.ble without the help of an
illegitimate nse of the prineiple of exoluded middle is given by Brouwer (1920); he
shows that it cannot be considered proved that every real numbe:r has an infinite
decimal expansion. He even exhibits 11 deftnite number for which it is not knO'wn
whether it has a first digit in iIB decimal expansion.
Another example is the prop08ition stat.ing that the complement of a closed set is
a region, that is, that every point not belonging to a given closed set is contained in
Borne interval tha.t docs not oontain any point of the set,.20 The proof. as is wellknowll.
is carried out in the following way: by the principle of excluded middle in the form
given in § 2 of the present chapter, either all intervals containing the point eonsidered
cont,ain points of the set or there exists at least one interval that, does not contain
any such point; the first assumption leads to a contl'adintion, since it implies that the
point belongs to tho SAt; a.ud therefore tJ1e seoond proposition is true. This example
differs from Brouwer's in that, here we do not know how to exhibit a definite closed
set and a defmif,e point exterior to it fOl' wllich the existence of the required interval
is donbtful.
§ 6. The following example is interesting: without the help of the principle of
excluded middi-/) it is impossible to IJrove any prD])osition whose proof usually comes
down to an application of the principle of transfmite induction. For example, a
proposition of that kind is : overy closed set is the 8um of a perfect set .and fi, denumer~
able set.
The proof of snch propnsitions is often carried out without the help of the principle
of transfinite il1duotion. But all these proofs rest upon the pdnciple of excluded
middle, applied to infinite eolleotions, or upon the pdnciple of donble negation.
It is important. to observe that the principlo of transfinite induction itself can be
derived without any assumption that, from the point of view of the theory of point
sets, is new~ but that the principle of excluded middle is neceKsarily used. It suffices
merely to formulate the principle of transfinite induction without the use of the term
"transfinite number"~ whose introduct,ion would demand new axioms. Let us con~
sider, instead, sets Df rational numbers that ill'e cOluplet-ely ordered from left to
right. For such a set, a part that starts on the left from some point, which may 01'
may not belong te the set, will be called a segment of the set. A segment, too, will
aiways be a oompletAOly ordered set. The set of segments will itself be also completely
ordered. Let 1lS say that a segment is proper if there exists a point of t.ho set that
does not belong to it. The prinoiple of tra.nsfinite induction can now be formulated
in the fol1owing way.
I.IOt a. certain property J, whioh mayor may not obtain of a oompletc1y ordered set,
of rational numbers:, satisfy the follo",1ng conditions:
(1) Sets consisting of one point alone have propert;y J;
(2) If all the proper segments of a set h.ve property J, then the set itself has it.
Under these condltions all completely ordered sets of rational nnmooI'i! possess
propertyJ.
This formulation of the principle of transfulite induction can be used in the same
eases as the ordinary one. Its proof is carried out thus: either all sel" posse"" property
20

This exarnple was poin,ted out by P. S. Novikov.
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J or the:re exists a set E that does not assess i t . . ,
,
.
contradIction, .for amonu the segme .~ Pf E th ) the second assumption leads to It
eo
llWi 0
ere must be a fu t
th
possess property J a.nd the exi'itenoo f. h
~
- ' $ one , at does not
The examples ~dduced suffi~ t~ {)a:.:~ :lsegment c0,utrftdicts tho conditions,
m~thomatioo presented hy Brouwer without ~~ ~~ng~l~~ehof ~e ,development of
m'ddle, we must preserve the nsual d I
.P t t e prinCiple of exciuded
the development of ma.thematics of ;::~~:::::: whICh uses vhisprinoiple, if only as

